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Abstract 
This paper takes into consideration some of the main linguistic features of legal 
texts which create particular problems of comprehesion. Specific linguistic 
constrains are discussed as well as influences deriving from drafting traditions 
and legal cultures. This is a qualitative study, based on a close reading of ten 
selected legal texts. Firstly, the texts were examined with respect to the presence 
of lexical hallmarks of legal English. A number of lexical items showing 
characteristic signs of legalese/formalese were identified, briefly examined and 
categorized according to the type of patterns they demonstrate. It was observed 
that legal texts have some of the following linguistic features: nominalization, 
long and complex sentences, impersonal constructions, wordiness and 
redundancy, doublets and triplets, unusual word order, discontinuous noun phrase, 
complex prepositional phrase, frequency of performative verbs, use of phrasal 
verbs, Latinism etc. It was also observed that these linguistic errors are deliberate 
with legal users. The linguistic devices are indispensable because according to the 
lawyers, they bring in precision, clarity and unambiguous and all - inclusiveness 
in their writing. They also use them to keep non-lawyers at a respectable distance. 
They equally use them to promote the solidarity of their members. The research 
therefore, recommends that students should make conscious effort to avoid these 
syntactic, as well as lexical errors that occur in legal English. Again learners of 
the English language are advised not to see legalese as models of the language. 
 
Introduction 
The concern of this present write-up is legal language and particularly its 
linguistic features with regards to legal texts. Legal text is something very 
different from ordinary speech. This is especially true of authoritative legal texts; 
those that create, modify or terminate the rights and obligations of individuals, or 
institutions. Such texts are what J.L Austin might have called written 
performatives. Lawyers often refer to them as operative or dispositive. 
Authoritative legal texts come in a variety of genres. They include documents 
such as: constructions, contracts, deeds, orders/judgments/decrees, pleadings 
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statues and wills. The researcher’s motive is therefore, gears into finding out the 
linguistic features of legal texts. 
 Numerous scholars have pointed out that the language of the law matters 
is very difficult such scholars like Mellintoff (1963), Trosborg (1997), Tierma 
(1999) and Gibberns (2003) and others. These scholars generally agree on the fact 
that this issue is problematic. Very basically, the problem is that legalese is 
difficult to understand for those who are referred to as non-lawyers or lay people. 
 Those who have not studied law specifically who never intended to get a 
law degree. Law people have opted to not bind their everyday lives to statute 
books and long legal documents but dedicated their lives to other careers and 
occupations. Skills, lay people, too, have to be very much involved in the world of 
legislation. People’s involvement with the complicated system of law can be as 
minor as an obligation to have valid ticket when traveling by bus, and as major an 
enterprise as purchasing a house (Gibberns 2003). 
 
Objective  
The objective of this paper is to study the linguistic features in legal language that 
hinders the comprehension of legal texts by lay persons and how drafting 
traditions and legal cultures had influenced legal language using ten selected legal 
texts. 
 
Language and law practice 
Language is the main means that makes it possible for law to do its work. Thus, 
the first point that favours the choice of topic for the present study is the relevance 
and importance of legalese as a means of communication. When it comes to the 
language used for academic papers, conducting business communication, 
understanding legal contracts or other official documents, however, it turns that 
proficiency in everyday English is not enough. Different life situations demand 
different vocabulary. It has been claimed by experienced scholars that legal 
translation is different. As well as the lexicon, the grammar rules can vary 
depending on the nature of the context. A challenge for the translator is the fact 
that language is general. Indeed, documents written in the year 2011 were 
selected. They often contain words or grammatical structures that are archaic. On 
the other hand, laws undergo changes from time to time and new laws emerge. 
That brings about the appearance of new concepts, meanings, word and patterns 
in legal communication. A translator working with legal language will always 
need to be updated as to changes in the legal systems of both the source of 
language and the target language. 
 In fact, legal language represents a distinct language variety, characterized 
by specific highly technical texts. In language varieties where professional jargon 
prevail even neutral and everyday words assume different meanings. A technical 
term may have a strict definition from everyday term (cruse, 200:61). This implies 
that legal discourse poses special problems for the field of translation practice. 
This then will be elaborated in the write-up. 

Crystal (2004) proposes a stylistic influence upon English legal language. 
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During the medieval period, lawyers used a mixture of Latin, French and English 
to avoid ambiguity. They often offered pair of words from different languages. 
Sometimes there was little ambiguities to resolve and the pairs merely gave 
greater emphasis, becoming a stylistic habit, this is feature of legal style that 
continues to the present day. Examples of mixed language doublets are “breaking 
and entering”, (English/French). “fit and proper” (English/French), examples of 
English only doublets are: “let and hindrance”, have and hold”. 
 Modern English vocabulary draws significantly from Germanic language, 
French and Latin, the latter most often by way of French. These vocabularies are 
used differently in different registers with words of French origin being more 
formal than those of Germanic origin, and words of Latin origin being more 
formal than those of French origin. Thus, the extensive use of French and Latin 
words in legal English results in a relatively formal style. 
 
The linguistic features of legal texts 
The linguistic features found from the legal texts studied include the following: 
 
Lengthy and complex sentences 
Studies have shown that sentences in the legal texts are quite a bit longer than 
those in other styles, and also have more embedded structures, making them more 
complex, sometimes there seems to be an attempt to state an entire statue or 
linguistic principle in a single sentence. 
Example 

Bearing the above words of wisdom in mind particularly as the words used 
in section of the 1999 constitution are very clear and unambiguous, I hold 
the view that they ought to be given their plain and simple meaning as the 
said words speak for themselves, particularly as they clearly demonstrate 
the intention of the farmers of the constitution which is clearly not to place 
any disability on the person mentioned under section 3 of section 308 of 
the 1999 constitution. 

   All federation weekly law report (2007) 
 
Lack of adequate punctuation marks 
No doubt punctuation marks enhance readability and clarity of expression but it is 
also an established fact that frequent use or too much of these marks create 
ambiguity. However, it is observed that punctuation are scarcely or seldom 
appropriately used in legal language structure. The commonly used ones are: full 
stop comma semi-comma and colon.  
Example;  

9.3 Where a claimant who is a creditor or an owner makes a claim for a 
Court order under section 86 (2) (death of debtor or hirer where agreement 
partly secured or unsecured) the personal representative of the deceased 
debtor or hirer must be parties to the proceedings in which the other is 
sought, unless no grant of representation has been made to the estate. 

                            Sweet and Maxwell (1998) 
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Nominal character 
Legal texts are full of nominal characters than are encountered in ordinary 
everyday usage. 
 
Example 

This included in this evidence were numerous suggestions for the 
improvement and simplification of convincing law and procedure which 
reconsiders in the annex to this chapter and which we brought to the notice 
of the law commission.  

     Benson (1979:243)   
Latinism 
Legal texts in question contain words and expressions from Latin. 
Example 

“If the chancellor committed a suitor for breach of an injunction the 
common law court would release him by the right of Habeas corpus ad 
subjiciendum.” Ojo (1987) 

 
Long Lists 
Long lists are typically found in definition provisions. 
 
Example from Umezurike (1995) 
Treaties are called by about 30 different names which include; conventions, 
protocol, declaration, chapter, covenant, pact, act, statute, agreement, concordat, 
modus Vivendi etc. 
More examples: governmental rule, means any statue, law, treaty, rule, code, 
ordinance, regulation, license, permit, certificate, or order of any Governmental 
Authority or any judgment, decree, injunction right, order. Or like action of any 
court or other judicial or quasi-judicial tribunal. 
 Binomial and multinomial expressions according to Bhatia (1982) have 
also been typically associated with legislative texts. Binomial or multinomial 
expression is a sequence of two or more words or phrase belonging to the same 
grammatical category having some semantic relationship and joined by some 
syntactic device such as “AND” or “OR”. Example, “signed and delivered”, “sold 
or transferred”, disobeyed or ignored. 
Examples from the texts read include; 

Where in any trial of offence punishable under section 161 or section 165 
of the India penal code or offence referred to in clause (b) of sub-section 
of (1) of section (5) of the act punishable under sub-section (2) thereof, it 
is approved that an accused person accepted or obtain or has agreed to 
accept or attempt to obtain for himself or for any other person, any 
gratification (other than legal remuneration, or any valuable thing for any 
person), it shall be presumed unless contrary is proved that the accepted or 
obtained to accept or attempted to obtain that gratification or that valuable 
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thing as the case may be without consideration or a consideration which he 
knows to be inadequate. 

   Section 4 (1) of the prevention of corruption act 1949     
 
Discontinuous noun phrase 
 This is also superfluously used in legal texts. Example; 
The council seeks to ensure that tribunals and inquires are; 

a. independent. 
b. are open, fair and impartial. 
c. are accessible to users. 
d. have the needs of users as their primary focus. 
e. offer cost effective procedures. 
f. are properly resourced and organized. 
g. are responsible to needs of all sections of society. 

Huxley-Binns, and Jacqueline M (2005:142)  
Widespread Use of the Passive 
 The passive is very common in legal discourse, especially where it is not 
necessary to specify the agent. 
Example 

If any term or provision of this agreement shall be deemed prohibited by 
or invalid under any applicable law, such provision shall be invalidated 
without affecting the remaining provision of this Agreement, the original 
Agreement or the loan Documents. 
A mental person cannot validly enter into contracts. Contracts may be 
made on his behalf by the court of protection or receiver appointed for this 
purpose  
      Marsh and Soul (1994: 142) 

Complex Prepositional Phrase 
This syntactic feature is used immensely in legal texts. It gives its structure as P-
N-P PREPOSITION + NOUN + PREPOSITION. Examples;  
in accordance with, at the place of, in relation to, for the use of, in the proceeding 
on, in respect of, for the purpose of, by omission to, by the provision of and, with 
respect to (Smith and Hogan (1999). 
Frequency of Performative Verbs 
 In speech act theory, performative utterances are those by which the state 
of affairs expressed by the words comes into being, or those that commit the 
speaker to carrying out or performing the actions expressed by the words (Austin 
1962) for instance, when a court gives judgment on an issue, the decision comes 
into effect through the very act of pronouncing the operative words, or signing 
and delivering the document that contains them. Perfomative verbs are those that 
constitute the nucleus of such statements or declarations. The numbers of such 
verbs in a given language is necessarily quite small, but given the binding nature 
of legal relationships and judicial decision, verbs of this type are used 
particularity frequently in legal texts and contexts. 
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 Among the most common perfomative verbs are ‘‘agree’’ ‘‘admit’’ 
(recognize, allow pronounce), (declare) uphold (maintain, affirm) promise 
undertake, (contract or commit oneself), swear (promise) affirm, certify, overrule 
(disallow) and so on. 
The simple verb ‘‘do’’ has a perfomative function- as well as legal connotations- 
when it is uttered by the spouses at the marriage ceremony in answer to the 
question. Do you, X, take Y to be your lawful wedded wife/husband …? ‘‘Here 
are some common legal perfomative: 
 Both parties to the contract hereby agree to the following conditions …  
 The Board of Trustees does hereby confer upon John Smith the degree of 
 … 
 An Act to amend … 
 Be it enacted … 
 I hear by solemnly swear to tell the truth, 
 The whole truth and nothing but the truth. 
      Varo and Hughes (1993) 
 
Archaic Adverbs 
 A special of fossilized language is the persistence in legal English of 
compound adverbs based on the simple deictic ‘‘here’’, here, where and so on, 
often referring to the text or documents in which they appear or to one under 
discussion. Common examples include the following; hereinafter, hereunder, 
hereby, whereby. Whereof and (further derivatives including- at, -n, -after, -
before, --with, -by, -above, --on, -upon), not often used in ordinary modern 
English. They are used in legal English primarily to avoid repeating names or 
phrases for example, the parties hereto instead of the parties to the contract.  
Other examples Include; herein, hereto hereby, herewith, heretofore, etc. these are 
also called pronominal adverbs.  
A feature of legal relationships created at the will of the parties is the uses of 
suffixes ‘‘-er’’ (or-or) and ‘‘ee’’ added to appropriate verb to form the names 
respectively, of the active and the passive parties. For example the party who 
grants a right is the grantor and the party who receives a promise both parties are 
promissor and promisee vis-a-visa their opposite numbers and the same holds true 
of verbs like lease (lessor/lessee, bail, bailor, bailee), ‘‘mortage’’ 
(mortgagor/mortgagee) license (‘licensor/licensee’) assign (assingor) and draw’ 
(drawer/ drawee’) 
 
Use of phrasal verbs 
 Phrasal verb play a large role in English, as they do in standard English 
and often use in a quash-technical sense for example, parties enter into contracts, 
put down deposits, serve documents upon other parties, write off debts and so on. 
 
Use of unfamiliar pro-forms   
 For examples, the same, the said, the aforementioned etc. The use of such 
terms in legal texts is interesting since very frequently they do not replace the 
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noun which is the whole purpose of pro-forms but are used as adjectives to 
modify the noun. For example, “the said John Smith, the man in question”. 
 
Formulaic Expressions 
 Legal language in general, tend to use formulaic expressions, e.g 

“Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?” 
“Now, therefore, the parties agree as follows:” 
“I, ---------, of being of sound and disposing 
Mind, do hereby make, publish 
And declare the following to be my last 
Will and Testament …..”  Williams (2016) 

 The legal discourse is prominent for its special use of the modal verbs 
‘will’ and ‘shall’ The verb ‘will is used with first person subject implies an 
expression of wish or intention, but if used with either the second or third person, 
‘will’ functions as an expression of futurity. Quirk et al (1993). According to 
course handbook of legal drafting and conveyance (199) the model verb ‘shall’ is 
used to express obligation or imperative injunction. Legally, ‘shall’ does not 
connote condition. 
 
Wordiness and Redundancy 
   Lawyers are very prone to use word and redundant phraseology, including 
what is sometimes called boiler plate. Tiesm (1999) confirms this, thus: 

Lawyers have an almost universal reputation for mystifying their 
clients. Their prose baffles their clients and alienates the public. 
Lawyers go on using particular phrase, sentence, paragraph or 
entire agreements. Because it is familiar. They try to cover every 
contingency, but in doing so can really get lost in obscurity. The 
wordy, repetitive phrase of legal document in 1985 still conjures 
up a musty Dickension image and makes them unintelligent to 
most non-lawyers, the very people who are the ultimate users. 
Tiesm (1999), Thomas (1985) 

 In Oni, (2008) makes use of this feature immensely in his text, Nigerian 
Companies Income, Tax Law and Practice thus: 
 A permanent establishment does not include: 

i. Facilities solely for storage display or delivery of goods or merchandise. 
ii. The maintenance of a stock of goods or merchandise solely for the 

purpose of storage, display or delivery. 
iii. The maintenance of a stock goods or merchandise solely for the purpose 

of processing by another enterprise. 
iv. The maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for the purpose of 

purchasing goods or merchandise or of collecting information for a non-
resident company. 

v. The maintenance of a fixed place of business for the purpose of conveying 
on for the non-resident enterprise or any other activities of a preparatory or 
authority nature. 
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That-(Nominal-)Clause 
 These can be the subject of the clause. Let’s consider some examples that 
in consideration of the foregoing … that transferee paid in full for the transferor.  
 That clause can also be the object of another clause thus ‘‘I declare that 
the said Lekan Salami and any execution or trustee … shall be paid the usual 
professional and other charges for the work done’’. That clause is highly 
evidenced in legal texts especially during oath taking and is used fifteen times 
during the oath taking of Siaka Thani of 21, Amusement park complex, Apapa, 
Lagos in A Practical Guide To Practice In Nigerian Court And Other Legal 
Matters (2000). 
 
Some of the Legal Vocabularies and their Meanings: 
a. Vest:- to cloth with legal rights. 
b. Exclusive means:- not shared, excluding others, not divided, single, sole. 
c. Perse:- taken alone, by itself, on its own. 
d. Approbate and reprobate:- to blow hot and cold e.g taking benefit under an 
 instrument and disclaiming liabilities at same time. 
e. Viet arms:- with force and arms e.g using help. 
f. Sub-judice:- still being litigated, in the course or trial. 
g. Codicil:- an instrument executed by lestor or actor, add, explain or 
conform   an earlier Will made by him. 
h. Res./psa congurtur:- the thing speaks for itself conclusion. 
i. Bana fide:- good faith or in good faith. 
j. Besnova:- a new thing, an undecided. 
k. Rebut:- to disapprove something, to rebut a presumption. 
l. Hush money:- money paid to a person to persuade him for prosecuting or  
 giving evidence or information.  
 

Conclusions and Recommendation 
 In the light of the above, legal discourses are hardly read for leisure unlike 
other discourses. Mostly, they are read and studied for purely academic and 
professional purpose. Most people read them if they are compelled as a result of 
their involvement in legal desired issues. This attitude it was discovered, 
emanates from the complexity of the structures of legal English. This study shows 
that the complexity is deliberate and it is caused by incessant use of the linguistic 
items used by the draft men to follow forms and precedents of the old legal 
document drafting. The use of these linguistic features really makes the 
readability of the legal documents very difficult. 
 Therefore, this paper attempts to extol some of the linguistic features in 
some legal discourses. This study has shown that English Language can be 
structured in a certain way to achieve another purpose. The study has also shown 
that the legal draft men can never change their way of writing so as to maintain 
the solidarity of their members and to keep the non-lawyers at respectable 
distance, hence they call themselves ‘‘LEARNED’’ gentlemen. 
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 The research therefore, recommends that students should make conscious 
efforts to avoid the syntactic, semantic as well as the lexical errors that occur in 
legal English. Again learners of the English Language are advised not to see legal 
language as models of the English Language. 
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